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What does it 
mean to be 
data driven? 



The Goal is leverage your 
data to make better 
decisions faster by being 
Insights-Driven 

How do you do this while 
keeping up with the pace 
of change in the Industry?

The Data & Analytics Maturity Matrix

Innovation Partnerships



• Who is Yellowfin? 

• Sigma Energy Intelligence

• Applying best practice analytics

• Next steps

Today’s agenda



Who is Yellowfin?



About
Yellowfin

Top 5 Global 
analytics vendor leading 
in Innovation



About
Our mission

To help our customers to understand 
their businesses better



Yellowfin gets you to the why faster



History
of innovation



Yellowfin delivers the only 
analytics suite that offers industry-
first automated analysis and cross-
vendor storytelling, as well as 
industry-leading collaboration.

The Yellowfin 8 Suite is made up of 5 products



27,000+ companies are getting better answers faster 

Who uses Yellowfin



Web Analytics 
Product & Price 
Analysis

Customer Facing
Internet / Media

Simple to complex use cases

How do they use Yellowfin

Embedded
Reporting
Similar to EI



Yellowfin plus TEAM 

= Sigma Energy Intelligence



Case study

The story

TEAM, together with its parent 
company EDW Technology, saw a 
lot of potential in strengthening 
their Sigma product and service 
offering.

After drafting up criteria for an 
embedded analytics solution, it 
became clear the Yellowfin 
would fulfil TEAMs' customers 
needs.

Still much further to go on our 
journey but Sigma EI is already 
able to deliver analytics to 
energy data.

The solution

Yellowfin is a seamless part of 
Sigma EI which offers self-service 
reporting, advanced analytics, 
predictive analysis, KPI tracking, 
collaboration, and distribution. 

EI removes the need for Excel 
(you can still export to Excel). It 
enables you to have a much 
easier view of your billing data, 
gap analysis, and estate 
management etc. so you can drill 
through and understand the root 
cause of a spike and plan around 
it.

“The product is leaps 
ahead of any market-
leading competitor 
products for embedded 
BI and analytics that we 
have tested.”

Edward Kilby 
TECHNICAL ARCHITECT, TEAM 
(ENERGY AUDITING AGENCY)

TEAM is the UK’s leading 

supplier of carbon and 

energy management 

solutions, specialising in 

energy-management 

software, energy bureau 

services, and energy 

consultancy. 

TEAM has been partnering 

with Yellowfin since early 

2018.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlpZWftbu9w


Team’s Sigma Cloud
Yellowfin powers Energy Intelligence 
elligencetransformative Energy Intelligence Delivers

✓ Interactive Reports and 
Dashboards

✓ Rich analytics across all of your 
data

✓ Personalised for each user

✓ Collaboration between 
colleagues

✓ Data Story telling and 
Automated distribution



Centralised Reporting

Yellowfin connects to all Team Sigma’s Cloud Data



What’s available now?
Who is using EI to do what

• Energy Managers have a broad role

• Some more data savvy than others

• All of the reporting you used to do in Excel 
and ‘Reporting’ is available in EI

• Is billing correct? 

• Is consumption right? 

• What is my best / worst performing site?

• Where are there spikes in consumption? 

• Where are there gaps in reporting? 

• How much will we spend next year on utilities?



How does Sigma EI fast 
track analysis

• Industry-leading 
automated analysis, 
storytelling, and 
collaboration

• Read only reports also 
available for data 
consumers



Applying best practice analytics



Recommended best practices 
For you to get the most from EI, now

1. Nominate an Energy Intelligence Owner or Power User

2. Identify who is going use the use the Dashboards  (Operational,  
Strategic, Analytical) 
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Identify the best way to display your data





They provide the narrative the business 
needs to understand and act on their 
data. 

Storytelling and collaboration will bring 
your data to life

Yellowfin Stories and Story Boards  
Provides the context

We don’t all see 
the same pattern 
in the data
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Assisted Insights and Self Service
Tools to help find why



Recommended best practices 
For you to get the most from EI, now

1. Nominate an Energy Intelligence Owner or Power User

2. Identify who is going use the use the Dashboards  (Operational,  Strategic, 
Analytical) 

3. Research, identify KPIs and pick the reports you need

4. Think about what is the best way to display the data ( Charts / Maps / Stories) 
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6. Use Assisted Insights and Self Service

Leverage Team and Yellowfin to help!



Next Steps



Next steps

• Training sessions this 
afternoon for a deeper dive 
into what’s available 

• Online courses and bespoke 
training available 



• Machines do the heavy lifting

• The passive dashboard consumers of 
today become the story-tellers of 
tomorrow

• An intuitive and engaging user 
experience optimised for the device, 
personalised for the user

Where is this going
A future where…



Come talk to us 
about how TEAM & 
Yellowfin can 
support you 




